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Analysis of π -Phase-Shifted Fiber Bragg
Gratings for Ultrasonic Detection
Tongqing Liu and Ming Han, Member, IEEE

Abstract— Using numerical simulations, we investigated the
responses of the π-phase-shifted fiber Bragg gratings (πFBGs)
impinged by pressure ultrasonic waves. The effect of the grating length, grating refractive index modification depth, and
ultrasonic frequency on the wavelength sensitivity and intensity
sensitivity of the πFBG ultrasonic sensor for ultrasonic waves of
different wavelengths was analyzed. The directivity of a πFBG
sensor was also studied. Our analysis revealed several unique
πFBG response characteristics and will be useful in the design
and optimization of fiber-optic ultrasonic sensors that use a
πFBG as the sensing element.
Index Terms— Fiber Bragg grating (FBG), fiber-optic sensors,
pressure wave, ultrasonic detection.

I. I NTRODUCTION

U

LTRASONIC sensor applications are found in a variety
of areas such as nondestructive structural health monitoring and medicine. Traditional ultrasonic sensors are typically
based on piezoelectric ceramics. Fiber-optic ultrasonic sensors, particularly fiber Bragg grating (FBG)-based ultrasonic
sensors, offer many advantages compared to their electronic
counterparts. They are small, lightweight, and can be easily
embedded into a structure without having any adverse impact
on the mechanical properties of the structure. In addition,
fiber-optic sensors are durable and immune to electromagnetic
interference. Moreover, FBG-based sensors offer excellent
multiplexing capabilities. Many FBGs can be fabricated on
a single fiber to perform ultrasonic detection at multiple
locations resulting in reduced cost and large coverage.
Ultrasonic detection based on regular FBGs has been
extensively studied during the past few decades [1-5]. FBG
ultrasonic detection typically relies on detecting a shift in the
FBG’s reflection spectrum caused by ultrasonic waves using
a narrow linewidth laser whose wavelength is locked to the
middle-reflection wavelength of the spectrum. The detection
sensitivity is limited by the spectral slopes. A special type of
FBGs whose reflection spectrum features a notch caused by
a π-phase discontinuity in the center of the grating (called
π-phase-shifted FBGs or πFBGs) have attracted a great deal
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of attention for their highly sensitive ultrasonic detection [6, 7].
Due to the phase discontinuity, a πFBG can be conceptually
considered to be a Fabry–Perot cavity formed by two FBG
mirrors. When the two FBGs are highly reflective, the quality
factor of the Fabry–Perot cavity is increased, leading to an
extremely narrow spectral notch for highly sensitive ultrasonic
detection. Although ultrasonic detection based on πFBGs
has been demonstrated, the response of πFBG sensors to
ultrasonic waves has not been fully studied.
In this paper, we present the use of πFBGs as a sensing
element for ultrasonic detection and investigate the behavior of
πFBGs, including the Bragg wavelength shift, detection sensitivity, and directivity, when the sensor is impinged with ultrasonic pressure waves of different wavelengths. Our analysis
will unveil several distinct differences between the responses
of πFBGs and regular FBGs and is of importance to the
understanding and design of πFBG-based ultrasonic sensors.
The paper is organized as follows: first, a straightforward
theory to simulate the reflection spectrum of a πFBG impinged
by an ultrasound wave is presented in Section 2; then, the simulation results on the Bragg wavelength shift, sensor detection
sensitivity, and directivity for πFBGs of different designs are
given in Section 3; finally, several conclusions are provided
in Section 4.
II. M ODELING
The schematic of a πFBG is shown in Fig. 1(a). It consists
of a phase jump of π at the center of an otherwise periodic
modification of the refractive index in the core of a singlemode fiber. The phase jump leads to a spectral notch at the
center of the reflection bandwidth of the grating. The spectral
position of the dip, which is the Bragg wavelength (λ B ) of the
grating, is given by
λ B = 2n e f f 0
(1)
where n e f f is the effective refractive index of the optical
mode propagating along the fiber, and 0 is the grating
period. When the πFBG is impinged by ultrasonic waves,
the mechanical strain induced to the fiber will change the
grating period as well as the refractive index of the fiber
through the elasto-optic effect, causing a shift to the Bragg
wavelength. Therefore, the ultrasonic waves can be detected
by monitoring the ultrasonically induced πFBG spectral shift.
This monitoring typically consists of measuring the reflection
of a narrow-linewidth laser whose wavelength is set at the
center of the linear range of the spectral dip, as shown
in Fig. 1(b).
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depth of δn0 , the index change and the grating period modified
by the ultrasonic waves are given by

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a π FBG and an ultrasonic pressure wave impinging
onto the grating with an incident angle of α. (b) Schematic of the reflection
spectrum of a π FBG.

For simplicity, we assume that the πFBG is impinged by
a plane pressure wave with a propagation direction parallel
to the fiber [α = 0° in Fig. 1(b)], whose differential pressure
field, P, is given by


2π
z
(2)
P(z, t) = P0 cos ωt −
λS
where P0 , ω, and λs are, respectively, the peak pressure,
the angular frequency, and the wavelength of the ultrasonic
wave; z is the coordinate along the fiber direction; and t is
the time. Pressure waves with different impinging angles will
be discussed in Section 3. We further assume that the acoustic
impedance of the πFBG is perfectly matched to the medium in
which the πFBG is embedded, so that the ultrasonic reflections
and diffractions at the boundary between the fiber and the
medium and the guided ultrasonic waves in the fiber are not
considered here. As a result, (2) is also valid for describing
the pressure field inside the πFBG.
The relative changes to the refractive index and the grating
period due to the pressure wave in the fiber can be written
as [4, 8]
P(z, t)
n(z, t)
(1 − 2ν)(2P12 + P11 )
= n2
(3)
ne f f
2E
P(z, t)(1 − 2ν)
(z, t)
(4)
=−
0
E
where E and υ are the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s
ratio; and P11 and P12 are the two independent elements of
the strain-optic tensor for the πFBG material [9]. Assuming
that the πFBG is uniform with a refractive index modulation

δn(z, t) = δn 0 + n(z, t)

(5)

(z, t) = 0 + (z, t).

(6)

Apparently, for low frequency ultrasonic waves whose wavelengths are much larger than the length of the πFBG, the
perturbations are approximately uniform and can be regarded
as a constant tensile strain or compressive strain over the
πFBG length at a given time. As the wavelength of the
ultrasonic wave is comparable to or shorter than the πFBG
length, the perturbations become nonuniform; and numerical
methods have to be used to find the spectral shift of the dip.
We use a piecewise-uniform approach derived from
coupled-mode theory to model the reflection spectrum of a
πFBG impinged by ultrasonic waves. In such a model [10,
11], the grating is divided into M sessions, each of which
can be considered as a uniform grating with the refractive
index change and grating period described by (5) and (6) at
the position of the session. The complex amplitudes of the
optical modes before and after the i t h uniform grating session
are related by a 2 × 2 matrix Fi such as [10]

 


 
Ri−1
F11 F12
Ri−1
Ri
= Fi
=
(7)
Si
Si−1
F21 F22
Si−1
where Ri and Si are the complex amplitudes of the forward
and backward traveling modes after the i t h session, and the
elements in Fi are defined by [10]
∗
F11 = F22
= cosh(γ B z) − i
∗
= −i
F12 = F21

σ̂
sinh(γ B z)
γB

κ
sinh(γ B z)
γB

(8)
(9)

where “*” denotes complex conjugate. In (8) and (9), z
is the length of the i t h uniform section, κ is the coupling
coefficient, σ̂ is a general “dc” self-coupling coefficient, and
γ B = (κ 2 −σ̂ 2 )1/2 . For single-mode reflection gratings, like the
πFBG discussed here, κ = πδn(z)/λ and σ̂ = 2πn e f f (1/λ −
1/λ D ) + 2πδn(z)/λ, where λ is the optical wavelength and
λ D = 2n e f f (z). Multiplying all of the matrices for individual
sessions will give a single 2 × 2 matrix for the whole grating
so that

 

R0
RM
=F
(10)
SM
S0
where F = FM · FM−1 · · · F1 . To account for the π-phase
shift, a phase-shift matrix, F pi , given by


−i 0
Fpi =
(11)
0 i
can be inserted at the position of the phase shift. With
boundary conditions at the end of the πFBG, such as
R0 = R(L) = 1 and S0 = S(L) = 0, where L is the length of
the grating, the complex amplitudes at the start of the πFBG,
R M and SM , can be obtained. Consequently, the amplitude
reflection coefficient and power reflectivity of the πFBG can
be calculated by r = R M /S M and R p = |r |2 , respectively.
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III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The model described above simulates the reflection
spectrum of πFBGs impinged by a pressure wave, given by
(2), which allows us to study the performance of πFBGs
when they are used as ultrasonic sensors. The key parameters
of sensor performance, including sensitivity and frequency
response, and the directivity of the πFBG ultrasonic sensors
with different grating parameters, are discussed in this section.
In our analysis, the unperturbed Bragg wavelength of the
πFBGs is 1550 nm with n e f f = 1.4453; and the πFBG
material is assumed to be fused silica with relevant parameters
of E = 70 GPa, ν = 0.17, p11 = 0.121, and p12 = 0.270.
A. Sensitivity and Frequency Response
Here we define two types of sensor sensitivity to ultrasonic
waves. The first is called “wavelength sensitivity,” which is
defined by the maximum spectral shift of the πFBG Bragg
wavelength caused by an ultrasonic wave with unity pressure
amplitude. The second is called “intensity sensitivity,” which is
defined by the reflectivity change at the center position of the
linear range (50% reflection) of the πFBG reflection spectrum
caused by an ultrasonic wave with unity pressure amplitude.
The intensity sensitivity is more relevant from a practical
standpoint because it represents the sensitivity of a laserbased πFBG ultrasonic sensor system that uses a laser with its
wavelength locked to the 50% reflection position. The intensity
sensitivity is determined not only by the wavelength sensitivity
but also by the slope of the πFBG spectral linear range.
Therefore, the wavelength sensitivity and intensity sensitivity
are analyzed separately.
Fig. 2(a) shows the wavelength sensitivity as a function
of the ultrasonic wavenumber for πFBGs with lengths (L)
ranging from 2–10 mm. We assume that the πFBGs have
the same refractive index modulation depth δn 0 = 1 × 10−4 .
Note that the frequency of an ultrasonic wave is proportional to its wavelength for a given material. The wavelength
sensitivity of all of the πFBGs starts from the same maximum of 4.5 pm/MPa when the ultrasonic wavenumber is
zero and decreases as the ultrasonic wavenumber increases,
with the sidelopes appearing at the tail of the curves. At
low wavenumber ranges, the wavelength sensitivity of longer
πFBGs drops more quickly to their first local minimum.
This is because when the ultrasonic wavenumber increases,
the ultrasonic wavelength becomes shorter; and the average
changes to the refractive index and the grating period within
the grating length caused by the ultrasonic waves decreases.
This “averaging effect” is more evident in Fig. 2(b), which
plots wavelength sensitivity as a function of the normalized
ultrasonic wavenumber defined as the grating length-ultrasonic
wavelength ratio (L/λ S ). All of the πFBGs fall to their first
minimum at approximately the same value of L/λ S . It is
worth noting, from Fig. 2(a) and (b), that the first minimum
occurs when the ultrasonic wavelength is twice the grating
length (L/λ S = 2); while the first minimum for a regular
FBG occurs when L/λ S = 1.3[5]. Therefore, a πFBG has
a larger ultrasonic bandwidth compared to a regular FBG
of the same length. The difference arises from the different

Fig. 2. Wavelength sensitivity response of π FBG with δn 0 = 1 × 10−4 and
different lengths. (a) Wavelength sensitivity versus ultrasonic wavenumber.
(b) Wavelength sensitivity versus normalized ultrasonic wavenumber.

Fig. 3. Wavelength sensitivity response of 4-mm long π FBGs of different
refractive index modification depths as a function of normalized ultrasonic
wavenumbers.

spatial distributions of the light intensity along a πFBG and
a regular FBG, which will be discussed further later in this
section.
We also studied the effect of the refractive index modulation
depth on the wavelength sensitivity of πFBGs, as shown in
Fig. 3, which plots wavelength sensitivity as a function of the
normalized ultrasonic wavenumber for πFBGs of the same
length (4 mm) but with different refractive index modification
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Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the normalized light intensity over 4-mm long
π FBGs of different refractive index modification depths.

depths (δn0 ). Our results reveal that at higher ultrasonic
frequencies, the wavelength sensitivity can be significantly
enhanced by larger refractive index modification depths of the
πFBGs. For example, at a frequency of 2 MHz, when the
δn 0 = 1 × 10−4 , the wavelength sensitivity is 0.076 pm/MPa.
The wavelength sensitivity is increased to 0.59 pm/MPa for a
δn 0 = 3×10−4 . The wavelength sensitivity is further increased
to 1.33 pm/MPa for a δn 0 = 5 × 10−4 , which is almost
20 times better than for δn 0 = 1 × 10−4 . The significantly
enhanced wavelength sensitivity to ultrasonic waves observed
in πFBGs is not present in regular FBGs. We also noticed
that the sidelope structures of the wavelength sensitivity vs.
normalized wavenumber curve are only evident for smaller
refractive index modification depths, and the sidelopes become
less visible for larger refractive index modification depths.
The reason for the sensitivity enhancement is that as a
πFBG can be considered to be a Fabry–Perot cavity formed by
two regular FBG mirrors, a larger refractive index modification
depth yields a higher reflectivity of each of the FBG mirrors,
leading to a higher cavity quality factor and a better spatial
confinement of the light around the center of the πFBG,
thereby reducing the “effective length” of the πFBG. As
clearly seen in Fig. 4, which shows the light intensity distribution in the πFBGs of different refractive index changes,
more light energy is distributed around the center of a πFBG
with a larger refractive index modification depth. The unique
light energy distribution in πFBGs is also responsible for the
larger ultrasonic bandwidth of a πFBG compared to a regular
FBG, as mentioned earlier this section.
In addition to wavelength sensitivity, we studied the intensity sensitivity of a laser-based πFBG ultrasonic sensor system. In particular, we considered the effect of the πFBG
length on the intensity sensitivity and the ultrasonic frequency
response of πFBGs. The intensity sensitivity is proportional
to both the wavelength sensitivity and the slope of the linear
range in the πFBG reflection spectrum. As discussed earlier,
a longer πFBG length reduces the wavelength sensitivity due
to the nonuniform perturbations to the refractive index and
the grating pitch over the grating length. However, a longer

Fig. 5. Intensity sensitivity as a function of ultrasonic wavenumber for
π FBGs of different refractive index modification depths (a) δn 0 = 2 × 10−4
and (b) δn 0 = 6 × 10−4 .

πFBG length also reduces the bandwidth of the reflection
spectral dip and increases the slope of the linear range.
It is, therefore, worth studying the overall effect of the πFBG
length on the intensity sensitivity. Fig. 5 (a) shows the intensity
sensitivity as a function of the ultrasonic wavenumber for
πFBGs of different lengths with the same refractive index
modification depth of δn0 = 2 × 10−4 , which indicates that
the intensity sensitivity of a longer πFBG is usually higher
than that of a shorter πFBG. The benefit to the intensity
sensitivity of longer πFBG lengths is more prominent in
πFBGs with higher refractive index modification depths, as
shown in Fig. 5 (b), which plots the intensity sensitivity vs.
wavenumber for πFBGs with δn 0 = 6 × 10−4 . We conclude,
therefore, that increasing the πFBG length can increase the
detection sensitivity of a πFBG ultrasonic sensor system as
the increased spectral slope overcomes the reduced spectral
sensitivity with a longer grating length. In practice, however,
the πFBG length design also requires other considerations,
e.g., the measurement range, the size of the ultrasonic beam
to be detected, and the frequency noise of the laser. In addition,
as shown below, a longer πFBG length makes the ultrasonic
sensor highly directional, which is typically undesirable.
B. Directivity
Directivity is another important parameter for an ultrasonic
sensor. So far, we have assumed that the direction of the
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to the dependence of the wavelength along the fiber axis on
the incidence angle, the amplitudes of refractive index and
grating pitch modifications induced by the ultrasonic wave are
also dependent on the incidence angle. As a result, a grating
ultrasonic sensor may show completely different directivity
patterns. For example, it has been reported that in detection
of Lamb waves in a solid plate, the sensitivity of a regular
FBG sensor is a cosine function of the incidence angle with
minimum sensitivity that occurs at normal incidence of the
Lamb wave [14].
IV. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Normalized intensity sensitivity as a function of ultrasonic incident
angle for 4-mm long π FBG with a refractive index modification depth δn 0 =
2 × 10−4 impinged by ultrasonic waves of different wavelength.

ultrasonic pressure wave impinged onto the πFBG is parallel
with the fiber axis. For the pressure wave given by (2) that
impinges onto the πFBG at an angle of α with respect to the
fiber axis, as shown in Fig. 1(a), the ultrasonic wavelength
along the fiber axis direction is increased to
λα =

λS
|cos α|

(12)

while the amplitudes of the refractive index and the grating
pitch modifications induced by the ultrasonic pressure wave
remain unchanged. Therefore, the directivity of a πFBG
ultrasonic sensor is expected to be highly dependent on the
ratio between the grating length and the ultrasonic wavelength.
When the ultrasonic wavelength is significantly larger than the
grating length, the ultrasonic perturbation to the grating can be
considered to be uniform; and the πFBG sensor should have an
omnidirectional response. On the other hand, when the ultrasonic wavelength is smaller than the grating length, the πFBG
sensor is highly directional with the maximum occurring at the
normal incidence (α = 90°) when the ultrasonic perturbation
is uniform over the grating length. Fig. 6 shows the intensity
sensitivity of a 4-mm πFBG with δn0 = 2×10−4 as a function
of incidence angle for different grating lengths to ultrasonic
wavelength ratios, which clearly shows the strong directivity
of a πFBG at high ultrasonic frequencies. For instance, when
L/λ S = 4, the sensitivity is about 50 times more sensitive
for normal incidence than for parallel incidence. Recalling
that increasing the fiber length can enhance the intensity
sensitivity, the tradeoff between sensitivity and directivity must
be considered in designing the πFBG length.
Similar directivity characteristics are also observed in other
types of fiber-optic sensors, such as those based on Fabry–
Perot cavities [12] and Sagnac interferometers [13]. It is worth
noting that the above directivity analysis is only valid for
an ultrasonic wave with an isotropic stress field, such as the
pressure wave discussed in this paper. For ultrasonic waves in
solids with an anisotropic stress field, the directivity analysis
is much more complicated due to the fact that in addition

A theoretical model has been established to simulate the
responses of πFBGs impinged by ultrasonic pressure waves.
In this model, the pressure field of the ultrasonic wave is
described by a sinusoidal function and induces modifications
to the grating pitch and fiber refractive index proportional to
the pressure along the fiber axis. The πFBG is modeled by the
transfer matrix method, in which the grating is divided into a
number of uniform subsections, each associated with a 2 × 2
matrix; and a phase shift matrix accounts for the π phase shift
of the grating. Although our analysis is performed on πFBGs
impinged by a pressure ultrasonic field, the model is general
and sufficient to describe the effect of any type of ultrasonic
wave on fiber gratings.
Our analysis shows that, for a given πFBG, both the
wavelength sensitivity and intensity sensitivity decrease as
the ultrasonic frequency increases. For a given ultrasonic
wave, the wavelength sensitivity decreases as the πFBG length
increases. However, the intensity sensitivity can be enhanced
by increasing the πFBG length as the increased slope of
the πFBG spectral linear range overcomes the reduced wavelength sensitivity from a longer grating length. Our analysis
reveals that the wavelength sensitivity of a πFBG can be
increased by a larger refractive index modification depth of
the grating, which provides tighter confinement to the light
field and reduces the effective length of the grating. We
also analyzed the directivity of a πFBG ultrasonic sensor
for pressure waves. When the πFBG length is much smaller
than the ultrasonic wavelength, the πFBG is omnidirectional.
As the πFBG length increases, the πFBG ultrasonic sensor becomes more directional with the maximum sensitivity
occurring at the normal incidence of the ultrasonic wave.
In conclusion, our model and analysis have revealed several
significant differences between ultrasonic sensors based on
πFBGs and regular FBGs and are of great importance for
designing and optimizing fiber-optic ultrasonic sensors based
on fiber gratings.
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